
Heavy Flavour Anomalies
(Hot topic in HF Physics)*

Alexis Pompili (virtual talk - 29.11.2021)
UNIVERSITÀ degli STUDI di BARI & I.N.F.N. Sezione di Bari

*Another hot topic is Hadron Spectroscopy (see talk by A. Correa Dos Reis)

Thanks the organizers for the invitation !



from the suppression of                          rate (GIM mechanism)

New Physics searches in b-hadron decays
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Due to the large mass of the beauty quark, b-hadron decays offer a rich phenomenology to explore.   
A fertile ground for indirect searches for New Physics, namely via virtual processes allowing to probe
energies > TeV which are not directly accessible in collisions (at the current colliders)

Historical example:

𝐾" → 𝜇%𝜇&
charm-quark presence invoked - before the           discovery -⁄𝐽 𝜓

Precision measurements

SM Tree-level decay

SM Loop-level decay

𝒃 → 𝒄 ℓ 𝝂

𝒃 → 𝒔 ℓ ℓ

W

𝛾,Z
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Due to the large mass of the beauty quark, b-hadron decays offer a rich phenomenology to explore.   
A fertile ground for indirect searches for New Physics, namely via virtual processes allowing to probe
energies > TeV which are not directly accessible in collisions (at the current colliders)

Historical example:

𝐾" → 𝜇%𝜇&
charm-quark presence invoked - before the           discovery -⁄𝐽 𝜓

Precision measurements can unveil new particles modifying the decay rates w.r.t. the SM predictions
(observables altered by new virtual particles) 

SM Tree-level decay

SM Loop-level decay

𝒃 → 𝒄 ℓ 𝝂

𝒃 → 𝒔 ℓ ℓ

Increasing experimental indications of deviations from SM

Particles associated with NP quantum fields can have masses above reach of direct searches at LHC
(mainly from LHCb so far)

W

𝛾,Z



Flavour Anomaly Workshop (FAW21) @ CERN
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/1055780/



LFU tests & LFV in the Heavy Flavour sector
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suppressed (                      )à low statistics
fully reconstructed signature

The two classes of B decays introduced provide two main ways to test the LFU :

Lepton Universality: in the SM, the 3 charged leptons have the same coupling constant in EW interactions.

𝒃 → 𝒔 ℓ ℓ

𝐵𝐹 ⋦ 10&8

𝛾,Z

EW penguin

W

not kinematically closed
large statistics

𝒃 → 𝒄 ℓ 𝝂

Lepton Flavour Violation is the non-conservation of lepton number. It is very suppressed in the SM. 

Ex.: for                  the SM 𝐵𝐹~10&:;𝜏 → 3𝜇 , BUT in some NP models the BF is enhanced to 𝐵𝐹~10&>

clean experimental signature



Outline
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Study of the transitions

Study of the transitions

Search for evidence of direct LFV in decays

Anomalies 
& LFU tests :

𝒃 → 𝒄 ℓ 𝝂

𝒃 → 𝒔 ℓ ℓ PART 1a

PART 2

PART 1b

(*) Assuming flavour anomalies are a genuine NP effect, they can be the starting point to study 
model building in connection to EFT: from the global fits that we will discuss one knows the 
operator structure needed and try to understand what kinds of (heavy) states could be behind.
This can guide also the searches at high-pT and in a reasonable (non-pessimistic) scenario there
can still be opportunities at the LHC. 
See talks of S.Renner & A.Greljo at the FAW21!

(focus mostly
on this topic)



PART 1a / : Anomalies & LFU tests                   
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𝒃 → 𝒔ℓℓ



Probing New Physics with decays
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𝒃 → 𝒔 ℓ ℓ

à Sensitive to NP



Probing New Physics with decays
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𝒃 → 𝒔 ℓ ℓ



Effective theory for rare B decays - I
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point-like interaction 
(as in the Fermi description of the 

neutron decay)(*)



Effective theory for rare B decays - II
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Hamiltonian defined in terms of ….

à encode short-distance physics

à describe (using form factors)
low-energy QCD which can
have large uncertainties

Vector coupling C9 receives contribution from top and charm.
Axial-vector couplings arise at weak scale are related to C10  and are dominated by top contribution   



Typical q2 spectrum of
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𝒃 → 𝒔ℓℓ

Photon pole 
enhancement 
(from C7): less 
sensitivity to NP

Size of (virtual)photon 
pole depends on 
hadron in final state

increasing hadronic recoil

CKM suppressed light-quark resonances

Broad charmonium resonances
(above the open threshold)

phase-space 
suppression

Typical (schematic) BF vs q2 :

(𝝓,𝑲∗)

(𝑲)

Theoretically 
less clean 

More sensitive to NP



Flavour Anomalies in               decays
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𝒃 → 𝒔ℓℓ

There are several observables for which LHCb performs measurements deviating from
SM predictions by 2-3s (these deviations are called anomalies):

Branching Fractions in dimuon decays :                              ,                                 ,𝑩% → 𝑲%𝝁%𝝁& 𝑩𝒔𝟎 → 𝝓%𝝁%𝝁&𝑩𝟎 → 𝑲(∗)𝟎𝝁%𝝁&

It should be added a golden (fully leptonic) flavour physics channel : BF of   𝑩𝒔𝟎 → 𝝁%𝝁&

LFU tests with Ratios of (diff.) branching fractions (             ):

Angular observable (      , …) in :𝑷𝟓J 𝑩(𝟎,%) → 𝑲∗(𝟎,%)𝝁%𝝁&

𝝁 𝐯𝐬 𝒆

growing theoretical “cleanliness” i.e.
increasing precision of the SM predictions

(as discussed a bit through next slides)

[P.Stangl et al. @ FAW21]

𝑯 = 𝑲(∗)



Branching Fractions for
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𝒃 → 𝒔ℓℓ

𝑩𝒔𝟎 → 𝝓%𝝁%𝝁&

A quite consistent trend w.r.t. SM predictions (undershooting) is present - in the LHCb
measurements of the differential BFs (in bins of q2) - accross several decay modes

PRL 127 (2021) 151801

LHCb - JHEP 04 (2017) 142 (Run-1)
CMS - PLB 753 (2016) 424 (8TeV)

LHCb - JHEP 09 (2018) 146

In most channels the theoretical uncertainty (~20-30%) is dominant (hadronic form factors)



Angular analyses of                - I
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𝒃 → 𝒔ℓℓ

These 4body decays have complex angular structure
that gives access to different operators in the 
effective Hamiltonian. 

Kinematics can be described by q2 & 3 angles:

Resonant decays used as control q2 regions

Set of enough clean parameters 

Final state has contribution from P-wave (K*,…), S-wave and their interference

(for instance       is an optimised variable where hadronic uncertainties cancel out at 1st order)  𝑷𝟓J

SM predictions are challenging, but uncertainties are smaller than for BFs

(*)

Theory uncertainties under scrutiny. Special attention to the 
role of non-local charm loops that can cause a shift in the SM C9 
.

(*) FL = fraction of longitudinal polarization of the K*0

Si = CP-averaged observables (JHEP 02 (2016) 104)  [can be related to C9 & C10] 



Angular analyses of                - II
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𝒃 → 𝒔ℓℓ

𝑩𝟎 → 𝑲∗𝟎𝝁%𝝁&

The angular analyses of LHCb show some tension with the SM predictions
(the largest local deviation has significance of ~3s)

𝑩% → 𝑲∗%𝝁%𝝁&

PRL 126 (2021) 161802 (Run-1+2)

PRL 125 (2020) 011802 (Run-1+2016)



Angular analyses of                - III
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𝒃 → 𝒔ℓℓ
Older Belle-I and recent CMS results are also available :

Example (CMS) of projections on P’5 
uncertainties at HL-LHC shown in the backup. 

For the                                   channel 
LHCb & CMS (& maybe ATLAS) are 
expected to deliver the full Run-2 
results: stay tuned!

𝑩𝟎 → 𝑲∗𝟎𝝁%𝝁&
𝑩𝟎 → 𝑲∗𝟎𝝁%𝝁&

CMS, PLB 781 (2018) 517 (Run-1/8TeV)

Because of the theoretical uncertainties there is no consensus if there is really a P’5 anomaly 
due to the non-local charm contributions (charming penguins) [HEPfit group, see backup]. 
As discussed later more consensus is on: 

C9
NP might break lepton universality à LFU tests

C10
NP not plagues by long-distance contributions à Importance of the BF of  𝑩𝒔𝟎 → 𝝁%𝝁&



BF of
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𝑩𝒔𝟎 → 𝝁%𝝁&

It’s a golden flavour physics channel since: very rare (BF~10-9) (FCNC+helicity suppression)

precise (4%) BF prediction (being fully leptonic)

Firstly observed in 2014 combining LHCb & CMS Run-1 data [ Nature 522 (2015) 68 ] 

Because of its suppression, it is a perfect channel for detecting NP contributions.
Sensitive to axial-vector coupling C10 and thus plays a major role in                 global fits (see later!)   𝒃 → 𝒔ℓℓ

In 2020 summer, ATLAS, CMS & LHCb
[https://cds.cern.ch/record/2727216 ]
combined measurements of BFs based 
on Run-1+2016 dataset.
The combination was obtained 
summing binned 2D profile likelihoods.
The result shows a slight tension with 
prediction for the B0

s decay: 
compatible with SM predictions at 2.1s
in the 2D plane, when the theoretical 
uncertainties are included.



New LHCb result (full Run-2)
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LHCB-PAPER-2021-007 / arXiv:2108.09283v2

Full Run-2 measurement reached 16% uncertainty (most precise single-exp):

Expect 10% precision when there will be the 
combination with ATLAS & CMS full Run-2 results 

ATLAS & CMS full Run-2 analyses are ongoing: stay tuned! 



LFU tests in - I
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𝒃 → 𝒔ℓℓ

LFU test in                  represent a great way to extend
the investigation on the tensions observed in the BF 
of the muonic channels: 

𝒃 → 𝒔ℓℓ

is lepton universal in the SM à can identify LU violating NP contributions!𝒃 → 𝒔ℓℓ

has not yet been observed à possible comparing µ to e𝒃 → 𝒔𝝉𝝉

Experimentally is challenging : µ & e behave differently in the detector.
In particular electrons are affected by the bremsstrahlung energy loss.
Mismodelling of the reconstruction efficiency in only one channel can bias the ratio.

Ratios of Branching Fractions are measured:

Theoretical predictions are robust and rather precise
(QED corrections at the % level; QCD uncertainties 
mostly cancel out) [see Isidori et al. JHEP 12 (2020) 104]

LHCb has performed R(K) and R(K*0) analyses observing discrepancies w.r.t. the LFU hypothesis



LFU tests in - II
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𝒃 → 𝒔ℓℓ

As an example let’s consider the most recent LHCb R(K) measurement:      

the R(K) value is extracted using a double ratio
(to improve the control over the efficiency corrections):

Main validation is to verify that the ratio between 
the resonant decays is compatible with 1 :



LFU tests in - III
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𝒃 → 𝒔ℓℓ

LHCb has performed R(K) and R(K*0) analyses observing discrepancies w.r.t. the LFU hypothesis

R(K*0) shows a deviation from the SM by              …  in the bins        

R(K) shows a deviation from the SM by 3.1s in the bin 1< q2 < 6 GeV2

1.1< q2 < 6 GeV2

0.045< q2 < 1.1 GeV2

2.5s
2.3s

arXiv:2103.11769 / Run-1+2JHEP 08 (2017) 055/ Run-1

Recently LHCb performed also



Remarks about Global Fits
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EFT & NP effects in 
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𝒃 → 𝒔ℓℓ

What are the lesson learned?

For the FAW21 workshop, 4 groups (see backup) doing global fits not only compared them 
(left plot) but also made the great (!) exercise to identify a consensus area (right plot): 

Different groups with different methods were able to point to the same region using
the same inputs ! (different theoretical & statistical methodologies are not an issue)

𝑩𝒔𝟎 → 𝝁%𝝁&

It was pointed out that relevant shifts are due to the use of the rate in high-q2 bin (for P’5)
and to the more or less conservative approch to evaluate the non-local hadronic contributions

is crucial !

Same groups diverge when adding further observables to the fit : assumptions in the inputs and 
in some related theoretical aspects do play a relevant difference. 

P.Stangl talk @ FAW21

global fit fit to LFU observables
+ 𝑩𝒔𝟎→ 𝝁%𝝁&



Part 1b : LFU tests : transitions
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𝒃 → 𝒄 ℓ 𝝂



R(D) & R(D*) with semileptonic decays - I
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are FCCC decays tree level transitions à not where you would expect to find NP !𝒃 → 𝒄ℓ𝝂

Traditionally used to measure Vub & Vcb elements of the CKM matrix

… and the situation is already confused enough:
inclusive and exclusive measurements disagree

Even in this case it’s possible to define flavour ratios
and look from departures from the SM:

𝐑 𝑿 =
𝓑(𝑩 → 𝑿𝝉U𝝂)
𝓑(𝑩 → 𝑿ℓU𝝂) [ℓ = 𝝁, 𝒆]

𝑿 = 𝑫,𝑫∗

These are high-stat measurements: systematic uncertainties dominate!  

BKG modelling is tricky  



R(D) & R(D*) with semileptonic decays - II
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Since 2013 results in B decays started to exhibit tensions with the SM predictions connected with a 
possible violation of LVU, namely a different behaviour (besides pure kinematical effects) of different 
lepton species:

Deviations with the SM by 2.3s & 3.4s
(with an overall 3.1s discrrepancy)



Part 2 : LFV searches @ LHC
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LFV searches overview
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Searches for decays with explicit violation of charged lepton flavour conservation  

Decays of low mass particles : 𝜏 → 3𝜇 𝐷" → 𝑒𝜇 , 𝐵" → 𝑒𝜇 ,
𝐵% → 𝐾%𝑒𝜇 ,

𝜇𝜏

𝐾%𝜇𝜏next few slides

Many details in A. Korytov talk @ FAW21
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𝝉 → 𝟑𝝁

LHC is a prolific source of     leptons : ~2×10^^/𝑓𝑏&^𝝉

Taus from W/Z

Hadronic Taus (from HF)

better S/B

low S/B

lots of (mainly )𝑫𝒔 → 𝝉𝝂
challenging: low- ,not-isolated,forward𝑝c

104 fewer
… but cleaner: high- , isolated, central𝑝c

JHEP 02 (2015) 121

JHEP 01 (2021) 163
EPJ C76 (2016) 232

No excess is observed so far: upper limits are given (see next slides)
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𝝉 → 𝟑𝝁
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𝝉 → 𝟑𝝁 limits

Searches with full Run-2 data are still ongoing (stay tuned for new results)

Belle-II will be extremely competitive in few years: O(10-9) …
with an extended spectrum of leptonic final states (next slide)



2018 - 90% CL Upper Limits for BF of t LFV decays / Belle-II projection
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could be reached in 2031 (see backup)



Perspectives
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Exciting short & long-term prospects (Run-3 + HL-LHC): 30 more time data w.r.t. Run-2

For low-mass signals, detectors & trigger upgrades may enhance the signals’ acceptance

Experimental updates and new measurements, not only from LHCb but also CMS and ATLAS
- and eventually from Belle-II - are needed.

On the theoretical side :
global fits can be based on improved parametrization of non-local matrix elements

(van Dyk et al.)

LFU tests with new channels : R(f), R(L), …

𝑩 → 𝑲∗𝒆%𝒆& angular analyses; angular analyses with baryons (                         , …) 

Update of angular analyses to full datasets & all possible updates (                       , … )

Further LFV searches (in the most different leptonic final states)

𝑩𝒔𝟎 → 𝝁%𝝁&

𝚲𝒃 → 𝚲𝝁%𝝁&

𝑩𝒔𝟎 → 𝝉%𝝉& … if we want to understand  R(D) & R(D*)

Still work to do from theoretical and experimental sides !



BACKUP / Additional Material
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Global fits - I 
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P.Stangl talk @ FAW21



Global fits - II 
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P.Stangl talk @ FAW21



Global fits - III 
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P.Stangl talk @ FAW21



Projections on P’5 uncertainty in CMS (HL_LHC)
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A.Boletti, talk @ Beauty2019



P’5 & charming penguins
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From L. Silvestrini talk @ CMS BPH Workshop 2021 (work from Ciuchini et al.)



Belle-II luminosity plan
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High-pT implications: at which scale?
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Courtesy of M.Pierini by his wrap-up of the FAW21 (based on A.Grejo’s talk)


